
BRANDING STANDARDS 2021

This Manual documents the elements of the Alpine Bank identity logo designs. It provides clear and simple guidelines for their use. These 
standards show the correct treatment of logo usage in collateral, advertisements, promotions, electronic and online materials, and other 
communications. There is no need to redraw the logo or change it in any way. The type, spacing, and position of elements in the logo are 
�xed and cannot be modi�ed for any reason. Our identity is a valuable and highly visible asset. It is essential that we preserve and protect our 
identity. These guidelines establish a legal standard for use which helps build recognition with customers and the public.

ALPINE BANK LOGO GUIDELINES

ACCEPTED STACKED LOGO USAGE

This logo is to be used on all printed materials and anything which requires a logo. Reproduce the Alpine Bank identity in one of four colors: 
Black, White, Blue PMS 533 or Green PMS 554. Always choose the color that gives the logo maximum legibility. Any deviation from this logo 
must be approved by the Marketing Department.

The stacked logo is only to be used if the traditional logo will not �t in a given space. Reproduce the Alpine Bank identity in one of four 
colors: Black, White, Blue PMS 533 or Green PMS 554. Always choose the color that gives the logo maximum legibility.  Any deviation from 
this logo Must be approved by the Marketing Department.

Corporate Green
Hex: #00553d • PMS 554
CMYK: 78, 0, 63, 67
RGB: 0, 85, 61

Corporate Blue
Hex: #1e4164 • PMS 533
CMYK: 100, 83, 46, 13
RGB: 30, 65, 100

Black
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 100
RGB: 0, 0, 0

White
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0
RGB: 255, 255, 255

ITC Kabel Ultra Font
Title Case

Capital ‘A’

Corporate Green PMS 554

Hollow/Transparent

Capital ‘B’ Corporate Blue PMS 533

PREFFERED
LOGO

ACCEPTABLE ONE COLOR LOGO
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INCORRECT LOGO USAGE

OTHER ACCEPTABLE LOGOS TO USE ON BANK COLLATERAL
Our logo can be accompanied by additional logos as applicable. For con�rmation and approval of the additional logos required, please 
consult the Marketing and Compliance departments.

Our website

Our info-line

Equal Housing
Lender

with our 
NMLS#

Member FDIC

Facebook
LinkedIn

You Tube

TwitterInstagram

DO NOT screen DO NOT change the spatial relationship

DO NOT add an outer line 

DO NOT place on a disruptive background. 
Be sure there is adequate contrast to ensure legibility

DO NOT switch position of the tree or copy

DO NOT change the font

DO NOT change the color

DO NOT stretch or squeeze

DO NOT embellish in any way

DO NOT �ll in tree

DO NOT add a circle around the tree
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FONTS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS

FONTS FOR WEBSITE

FONT FOR LETTERS, FORMS AND EMAILS

COLORS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS
The colors shown below are the PREFFERED ones to use for any advertisements. One of our two corporate colors must be present in any 
marketing material, preferably as the main color. Any deviation from this colors Must be approved by the Marketing Department.

Corporate Green
Hex: #00553d • PMS 554
CMYK: 78, 0, 63, 67
GB: 0, 85, 61

Corporate Blue
Hex: #1e4164 • PMS 533
CMYK: 100, 83, 46, 13
RGB: 30, 65, 100

Black*
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 100
RGB: 0, 0, 0

White*
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0
RGB: 255, 255, 255

Sky Blue
Hex: #26809C

Kelly Green*
Hex: #008560 

Cobalt*
Hex: #1B4164

Silver*
Hex: #B3B3B3 

Slate*
Hex: #d1d1d1 

Coral*
Hex: #E02F26

Red*
Hex: #BB200C 

Headlines & Titles: Saira Condensed

Body: Myriad Pro Family Font

Headlines & Titles: Saira Condensed

Preferred font for body copy is Calibri.

Body: Myriad Pro Family Font
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*Colors used on our website

We get it. You’d rather be outside, or hanging out with friends and family at your
local brewpub. Banking with Alpine Bank means more time for everything else.

FOCUS ON WHAT REALLY MATTERS.

We get it. You’d rather be outside, or hanging out with friends and family at your
local brewpub. Banking with Alpine Bank means more time for everything else.
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ICONS
The use of icons is encouraged to add a visual break on any communication. Our icons are �lled in icons inside an oulined circle.

INFOGRAPHICS
The use of infographics is encouraged to add a visual break on any communication.

We recommend incorporating photography that’s genuine to Colorado and the many Colorado lifestyles – urban, rural, young and old. 
Photos of customers should show them in their natural habitat, with elements that make them unique, e.g., tattoos, unique accessories or 
tools, and styles of dress.

PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTION
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TONE OF VOICE
Consumers of all generations have become more accustomed to companies – 
�nancial and otherwise – that de�ne and maintain real, human personalities. 
Just like your family, friends and neighbors. This approach is more than an 
expectation among at least one currently banking generation, the Millennials. 
They favor brands that look, act and talk like real people over those that identify 
only by their business or product. Millennials expect brands to de�ne who or 
what they are to the world in addition to (or regardless of ) what they do or 
make.

But, as with most things in life, there’s a need for balance. How can Alpine Bank 
honor more traditionally minded customers while speaking the language of 
current and prospective Millennial customers? Alpine Bank should strive for the 
tone of an ongoing conversation, as part of an ongoing friendship, with its 
current and prospective customers.

When done well, Alpine Bank will personify 
these models/exemplify these traits:

IS:
A seminar

Approachable 

Real 

Human 

Empowering 

Reassurance 

True to life 

Genuine 

IS NOT:
A lecture

Distant

Untouchable

Robot

Directing

Alarm

Computer generated

Telling you what we
think you want to hear

The following actions will enable conversation-oriented content.

1. Employ the �rst person. Use Alpine Bank and we/us, as well as Alpine Bank’s and our, interchangeably.

2. Collect customer photos and testimonials and use them – feature them regularly.

3. Prioritize Contact Us functions. Make it easy for a customer to talk with a real person.

4. Use humor and idioms, like you would a dash of salt or pepper. Doing so helps to brighten, break up and, importantly, bring a 
human element into what can otherwise be as-expected and stale �nancial services content.

5. Humanize the introduction of products and services. Craft punchy headlines and copy that communicate the experience of 
banking with Alpine Bank, with the detailed bene�ts and features to follow.

TESTIMONIALS
We recommend incorporating customer testimonials into the fabric and �ow of Alpine Bank’s marketing materials. These can exist within a 
stand-alone section or worked into others. This type of content does double duty – di�erentiating Alpine Bank from direct competitors 
(few banks are doing testimonials well, a la Simple and Mint) and personalizing the bank for current and prospective customers. 
Authenticity is most important – displaying what a person actually said. Ideally, these “in their own words” elements will be light on text 
while heavy on story and message.

For many, the topic of banking and �nance can come across as complex and even intimidating. We recommend banking is transformed 
into a familiar aspect of our daily experience - meant to make our everyday life simpler and better. Reinforce  this idea with some key words, 
such as:

Here is a sample introduction to a �ctitious product, called Rewards Checking, that relies on the essence of this mood board:

We believe in honest, everyday banking that's there for you. We also believe in rewards. Rewards Checking ties it all together with 
really high interest and the essentials you need to manage your money.

Keep an eye on your growing funds in the checkout line or after kissing the kids goodnight with free mobile and on line banking. 
And pay no monthly service fee - ever.

FAMIL IAR •  HONEST •  S IMPLE •  COMMUNIT Y •  APPROACHABLE •  E VERYDAY •  STRAIGHTFOR WARD
POSIT IVE  •  GENUINE •  FR IENDLY •  COMMON SENSE
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HOW TO CRAFT STRONG HEADLINES.
Strive to craft headlines that go beyond descriptive and angle toward experiential. To a certain extent, headlines should answer questions 
such as, How will banking with Alpine Bank be di�erent from another bank? What will my association with Alpine Bank allow me to do? 
What kind of relationship can/will I build with my banker?

On copy, less is more. Aim for brief, informal captions – not lengthy paragraphs and tables – accompanied by evocative icons. Make up for 
minimal introductory captions with extensive details on bene�ts and features on the next page. In sentence construction, keep it simple. 
Focus on subject-verb-object. Rinse and repeat. Pithy phrases are acceptable in small doses.

Poor Headlines Example

INDIVIDUAL CHECKING/DEBIT CARDS
Our interest-bearing checking account o�ers unlimited check writing and no monthly maintenance fee when you maintain the minimum 
balance. Link your other checking, savings, and CD or IRA accounts to maintain the minimum balance.

LOCKBOX SERVICES
Lockbox Services provide an accelerated and e�cient method to collect, process and deposit your daily accounts receivables, while 
helping you reduce your overhead expense. Our online operation provides you with powerful tools such as demand decisioning and 
accounts receivable matching.

ABOUT US
Alpine Bank has locations throughout the Denver-metro area and in Western Colorado. We’re focused on the �nancial needs of the 
community and sta�ed with banking professionals empowered to make decisions and deliver personalized products and services.

FOCUS ON WHAT REALLY MATTERS.
We get it. You’d rather be outside, or hanging out with friends and family at your
local brewpub. Banking with Alpine Bank means more time for everything else.PE
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DO WHAT YOU DO BEST.WE’LL TAKE CARE OF THE REST.
Let’s be real. Running a business is way more than a full-time job. Your bank shouldn’t just
meet your needs – it should anticipate and exceed them. That’s what we do at Alpine Bank.

GOOD TODAY, BETTER TOMORROW.
In 1973, when Alpine Bank opened, air conditioning and dishwashers set the good
and futuristic houses apart from the rest. We’ve retained our good from yesterday –
we’re still employee-owned and locally operated. And, we’re still focused on a better
tomorrow for our customers, our communities, and Colorado.
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JINGLE
Anytime there is an opportunity for music, our jingle must be present in some form. It can be used in its entirety or at the beginning and 
end of an audio marketing piece.

Alpine Bank has the following versions of our jingle:

To obtain the digital �les of these jingles, please contact the Marketing Department.

Any deviation from Alpine Bank’s jingle or omission of it, has to be approved by the Marketing Department.

Alpine Bank Jingle 1 - Country Drive.mp3

Alpine Bank Jingle 2 - Roads Traveled.mp3


